A comprehensive policy vision for Europe’s new mobility agenda

MAUNIMO dissemination event and policy debate

Oslo, Norway

4-5 September, 2012

Draft Programme

3 September

Arrival and optional tour University of Oslo

4 September

9:30 Official welcome

Prof. Dr. Ole Petter Ottersen, Rector, University of Oslo
Bodo Richter, Deputy Head of the Marie Curie Actions Unit, DG EAC, European Commission
Michael Gaebel, Head of Higher Education policy Unit, EUA

10:00 MAUNIMO: Policy context, project objectives, and project approach

Elizabeth Colucci and Michael Gaebel, EUA

11:00 Coffee

11:30 Panel: A mobility self-evaluation: Testimonials in using the Mobility Mapping Tool

Interests for participation, experience in the project and utility of approach

Short presentation by three MAUNIMO pilot universities:

Trine Merete Kvernmo, Adviser, International Education Office, University of Oslo
Lilija Goncaroviene, Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Lithuania
Rosa Maria Mesa, Head of International Relations, University Rey Juan Carlos, Spain
Chair: Huw Morris, University of Swansea, UK

12:45 A comprehensive approach to mobility strategizing at universities

Institutional recommendations from the MAUNIMO project - Michael Gaebel, EUA

13:00 Lunch
14:00  Break out groups: Good practice in mobility strategy development: Building a holistic approach

Three break out groups: Chaired by and initial presentation by MAUNIMO pilot university

Lučka Lorber, Vice-rector for Quality Development, University of Maribor, Slovenia
Gabor Turi, Director Centre for International Relations, University Debrecen, Hungary
Tbc - Università Politecnica della Marche, Italy

15:30  Coffee

16:00  The EHEA Strategy for Mobility: What role for universities?

Presentation: David Crozier, EURYDICE/ BFUG representative - tbc

Respondents: Laura Paternoster, University of Trento, Taina Moisander, Vice-chairperson, European Students’ Union

Chair: Kristin Ingolfsdottir, EUA Board member - tbc

17:30  Close

19:30  Official dinner

5 September

9:00  Erasmus for All and Horizon 2020: Debating the future construction of EU mobility programmes and policy

Presentation: Bodo Richter, Deputy Head of the Marie Curie Actions Unit, European Commission

Respondent: What lessons from MAUNIMO for the new programme framework? Howard Davies, Senior Adviser, EUA

Chair: Bernd Waechter, Director, Academic Cooperation Association

Debate with audience

10:30  Coffee

11:00  Enhancing short-term researcher mobility

Panel: Bodo Richter, European Commission, Frank Bremmer, Philips University Marburg Germany (tbc), young researcher from University of Oslo
Chair: Lidia-Borrell-Damian, Senior Programme Manager, EUA

12:00  Lunch

13:00  Break-out groups: Institutional approaches to European policy priorities

Group 1: Staff mobility: Data collection, incentivizing and removing obstacles
Short presentation: Herman Strøm, University of Oslo, Norway

Group 2: Mobility and employability: Tools and approaches to link the two
Short presentation: Huw Morris, University of Swansea, UK

Group 3: Mobility and internationalisation: Benchmarking and self-assessment
Short presentation: Irina Ferencz, Policy Officer, Academic Cooperation Association

14:30  Short summary of breaks: 3 main take-aways

14:45  Concluding Panel: Policy recommendations for Europe’s new mobility agenda- A holistic policy vision for mobility

Ola Stave, Norwegian Association of High Education Institutions (UHR) - tbc
Representative of ESN
David Crozier, EURYDICE/ BFUG representative - tbc
Chair: Kristin Ingolfsdottir, EUA Board member – tbc

15:30  Close